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HERE IS no such race as the Epsom Derby.
What’s run at Epsom is the Derby; its
imitators are the ones that require
geographical qualifiers.

Some years ago now, Laurie Brannan was

kind enough to send me a copy of his 2004 book, The

Vodafone Book of Derby Quotations, from which the above

quotation by the late Paul Haigh is taken.

By way of getting in the mood for this year’s renewal of

the Derby, I took the opportunity of revisiting the volume

recently. There are some fascinating contributions, though,

as I shall demonstrate later, one would love to know more

about the context from which some of the quotations are

drawn.

Any racing fan worth his or her salt will know that Lester

Piggott, who sadly died at the end of last month, boasted a

phenomenal record in the ‘Blue Riband of the Turf’, his

record nine wins spread across a timespan of almost 30

years, from Never Say Die in 1954, to Teenoso in 1983.

Naturally, he is the subject of many entries in the book,

and I wondered what advice could be gleaned from the

book for jockeys hoping to follow in the footsteps of the

‘Long Fellow’ towards the winner’s enclosure at Epsom. I

was rewarded with some absolute gems, not least from the

maestro himself.

‘My normal Derby strategy,’ Piggott states, ‘was fairly

simple: lay up handy in the early stages, a few places off the

leaders, and never get too far behind. The idea is to be

about fourth or fifth at Tattenham Corner, get your horse

balanced once straightened up for home and then work your

way into a challenging position.’ Those trainers who like to

give detailed instructions to their jockeys would do well to

follow Piggott’s formula.

ARRY Wragg, whose three

Derby wins spanned 14

years from 1928 to 1942,

was convinced he knew of a magic

ingredient essential to Derby success

– confidence. ‘One thing you’ve got

to have at Epsom is confidence –

you’ve got to have a lot of confidence

– you’ve got to know you must not

allow things to worry you, and when you walk into the

weighing room you can see that most of the jockeys are

worried stiff.’

The late, great, Walter Swinburn,

another jockey to have been

successful three times in the race

courtesy of Shergar, Shahrastani and

Lammtarra, contributes another piece

to our Derby blueprint – follow the

inside rail. ‘Michael Stoute took me

to see Harry Wragg before Shergar’s

Derby and he said that the inside rail

was the best place to be, to keep a

cool head and get your horse up the

hill in one piece,’ Swinburn recalls.

‘Harry told me : At the top of the hill the dead wood starts

to come back and by that stage you want to be picking two

or three out and setting yourself a target. All my best rides

in the Derby came when I was on the rail or one off it. If I

was further out than that I never figured. There is a lot of

buffeting and if you’re on the rail they can only get you

from one side.’ It certainly sounds as though the Derby was

something of a rough-house race in Wragg’s heyday!  

S to the skillset required of a Derby-winning

jockey, Piggott, never one to waste words, offers a

succinct summary. ‘There’s no particular skill

required in riding the Derby,’ he avers, ‘just balance’.

I, for one, will be watching closely to see whether this

year’s winning jockey, follows any of these pointers! 

As I have said, there are a number of entries where one

would love to know the context. Julian Muscat, for

example, is credited with a most controversial assertion

from 1997: ‘The line between a top Derby distance 12-

furlong horse and a slow plodder with no commercial

salvage value, is so thin as to be indefinable.’ 

Controversial that may be, but in the context of recent

assertions by many respected judges that the top stayer

Stradivarius deserves more than to be written off as a

potential NH stallion only, and with increased interest in

proven British horses from foreign jurisdictions, it’s worth

pondering the implications of Muscat’s words some 25

years on.
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N A letter to the Klarion this month, William Hughes

argues that coverage of the betting in televised racing in

Hong Kong assists the enormous betting turnover which

‘directly leads to the huge prosperity of horse racing

there.’

I don’t doubt that he is correct, but, when considering the

worth of the betting focus in British television coverage, his

point is largely irrelevant. If betting coverage drives increased

betting turnover in Britain, the people who benefit most, and

directly, are the bookmakers. The desire to provide low-grade

fodder for the betting industry has already distorted the racing

programme in Britain, with a plethora of low-grade handicaps

dominating many fixtures. When we are able to witness a decent

card of racing, let’s not waste the opportunity to talk about the

horses, their breeding and their potential and achievements. 

No, let’s just focus on whether Joe Public is backing them!
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